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Theories of intergroup relations provide a number of insights into differences between immigrants 
adopting heritage culture maintenance rather than assimilation integration strategies. In assessing 
these differences, Iranian immigrants to Canada are a suitable group to study because they seem 
to have a genuine choice between the two alternative integration strategies. Different patterns of 
responses wer~ found for Iranians (n = 81) who chose an assimilationist option as opposed to a 
heritage culture maintenance option, with respect to commitment to Iranian cultural organiza
tions, community contacts, social mobility strategies and perceived justice. However. differences 
were not found on self-perceptions of group membership or perceptions of personal ability. The 
implications of these results for future research are discussed. 

Immigrants are faced with a range of possible strategies for integrat
ing into a host society, and often these options are conceptualized as 
lying on a continuum, defined at one extreme by assimilation and at 
the other, by heritage culture maintenance. On the one hand, im
migrants might prefer to adopt an assimilation strategy whereby they 
give up their heritage culture and adopt the host country culture. On 
the other hand, immigrants might attempt to retain as much of ·their 
heritage culture as possible. While assimilationist strategies are sup
ported politically by a 'melting pot' policy in the U.S.A., heritage 
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culture maintenance receives support from a 'multiculturalism' policy 
in Canada and Australia. From a social psychological perspective, the 
attitudes of immigrants toward their heritage cultures is pivotal, while 
in terms of behavior the most visible indicator of heritage cultural 
maintenance is membership in minority group cultural organizations. 

The two contrasting integration strategies of assimilation and heri
tage culture maintenance have given rise to a growing debate on 
integration processes among immigrant groups (Abramson 1980; Glazer 
and Moynihan 1963, 1975; Greeley 1974; Jupp 1984; Novak 1972; 
Samuda et a1. 1984). However, as Berry (1984) has noted, there is as yet 
little social psychological research on integration processes associated 
with assimilation and multiculturalism (for some exceptions, see Berry 
et a1. 1977; Kim and Beny 1986; Lambert et a1. 1986; Rosenthal and 
Hrynevich 1985; Taft 1986). The present research is based on the 
premise that social psychological theories of intergroup relations may 
offer insights into the integration process for immigrants (Taylor and 
Moghaddam 1987). 

From an intergroup perspective, immigrants often represent a disad
vantaged minority group, whose members are faced with the option of 
attempting either to leave their group and join the majority group 
(assimilation), or to remain in important ways within their own minor
ity group (multiculturalism). Probably the most important collective 
strategy available to those who opt to remain within the minority group 
is to join ethnic organizations that seek to retain the heritage culture. 

Theories of intergroup relations provide a number of important 
insights into the differences we might expect between those who do and 
those who do not join minority group organizations seeking to retain 
the heritage culture (Billig 1976; Tajfel 1982; Taylor and Moghaddam 
1987; Worschei and Austin 1986). In particular, these in'sights concern 
the five areas of mobility strategies, perceived ability, p~rceived justice, 
community contacts, and self-perceptions. 

First, a number of theories, such as social identity theory (Tajfel and 
Turner 1986), the Five-Stage Model of intergroup relations (Taylor and 
McKiman 1984), and elite theory (see Taylor and Moghaddam 1987), 
distinguish between two contrasting strategies by which memhcrs of 
disadvantaged groups attempt tn imrrove their status: s(lcial Illohility 
and collective 3cli,m. S()(.·ial I\lohilit, invo!,'cs the indi"idual disad
vantaged group IllI.'mhL:r at klllpling tll successfully gain L:lltrance tt), 
anu ilcceptance hy. the advantaged grl)Up. ("(lilectivc action involves 
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members of the disadvantaged group working together as a collectivity 
to improve their status. In the present context we would predict that 
the immigrants who join organizations designed to maintain their 
heritage culture would be those who favor collective action as a means 
of improving their status. Conversely, it is hypothesized that those who 
choose not to join such organizations would be more individually 
oriented, preferring an assimilationist strategy. 

Second, the Five-Stage Model and elite theory propose that not all 
members of a disadvantaged group will initiate action to improve their 
status. Specifically, it is those who are most talented or qualified who 
instigate such action. Thus, we might expect non-members of heritage 
organizations to perceive themselves as especially qualified for success 
in the context of the host society. Third, most theories of intergroup 
relations hypothesize that collective action is associated with the per
ception that the existing social system is unjust. Hence, on this basis we 
might expect members of heritage organizations to perceive more 
injustice than non-members. However, the retention of heritage cul
tures is the cornerstone of Canada's Multicultural policy. Thus, those 
immigrants who join organizations designed to retain the heritage 
culture would in an important sense be working within the system, and 
they may indeed perceive the system to be relatively just. Consequently, 
there are reasons to expect that, in this context, collective action may 
be associated with perceived justice, rather than perceived injustice. 

Finally, we would expect members and non-members of ethnic 
organizations to differ in terms of self-perceptions and community 
contacts. Thus, a fourth prediction is that members of heritage organi
zations would identify more with the heritage group than non-mem
bers, but less with majority groups. Fifth, we would expect members of 
heritage organizations to give more importance to developing contacts 
within their heritage group, rather than majority groups, as a means of 
trying to improve their status. These differences would renect the 
differential commitment of members and non-members to their heri
tage culture, and their constrasting integration orientations. 

Given our interest in contrasting assimilationist and heritage culture 
maintenance strategies we decided to fm:us on Iranians in Montreal. 
There are :It least fOllr il1lport:mt reason.; why Ir:llli:IIlS are "n t>pcLI:t!h 
appropriate grllllp \(1 e:-.alJlin~. rirst. heL'all.~t· Iranians have arri\~d olll\ 
recently in Canada In l.nge numhers, th~y lepn:sL'llt a grtlllp npniL'llc
ing the proces.; of nuking. major decisions ahollt dn :lprropriate in
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tegration orientation to their new social surroundings. Thus, the issue 
of whether, and to what extent, they should invest in the retention of 
their Iranian culture or the adoption of the majority group culture is of 
practical importance in their everyday lives. Second, Iranians arriving 
in Canada are different from many other immigrant Eroups in that they 
tend to be relatively advantaged in resources, parLcularly education 
(Orivel 1981; Statistics Canada 1981). As a consequence, they might 
enjoy greater freedom in selecting an integration orientation in North 
America. Third, within the Canadian context, Iranians are not a 
'visible minority'. This is another factor that offers them a genuine 
choice between alternative integration strategies. Fourth, a preliminary 
study of Iranian cultural groups in Montreal has identified three active 
organizations that are working toward the retention of the heritage 
culture among Iranians (Moghaddam et al. 1986). However, this same 
study also suggests that many Iranians are choosing not to join such 
organizations. Thus, despite being relatively recent arrivals, some groups 
of Iranians have already adopted the heritage culture maintenance 
integration option, while others clearly seem to prefer assimilation as 
an integration strategy. Consequently, there do seem to be alternative 
integration strategies within the Iranian population in Montreal. 

The purpose of this study, then, was to examine differences between 
immigrants adopting' assimilation' and 'heritage culture maintenance' 
integration options with respect to mobility strategies, personal ability, 
perceived justice, self-perception, and community contacts. 

Method and Procedure 

Respondents 

The respondents were 81 people of Iranian ongm, 43 women and 35 men (3 
respondents did not specify their sex). All respondents had been raised in Iran and 
most (76.5%) of them had moved to Canada after 1979, The sample was in part selected 
by working through the cooperation of Iranian cultural organizations in the Montreal 
area. However, informal contacts and other routes (e.g.. educational institutions) were 
also used and 60.5% of the eventual sample were Iranians who did not belong to an 
Iranian cultural ,'rgani7.alion. The age of respondents ranged from 17 to SO. lhe 1l1t'an 
age heing ~OS \''.11'.'. The educalion (eH'1 of r"'l',)ndeills was high: 59.Y; of lhelll Iud 
reccil'l'd uni\,""!\ 1l,lining. 1\lso hig.h was Iht'ir Lllndy slalll, in 11',111: 91.4°; of 
re.sp"ndellls I,'p,'ned lh,'lr familv ,latus in Iran 10 he 11Iiddk. uppcr-middle. or upper 
class . .Iusl ovcr h,d! ('\.1 r;) of Ihe rcspondcnt-_ ,,"cre nUllied and ~4.6r( had dlildr,'n. 
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In terms of status in Canada, 28.4% of the respondents did not have landed immigrant 
status (i.e., permanent resident status), 54.3% were landed immigrants. and 14.8% were 
Canadian citizens (2.5% did not specify their status). 

Materials 

Respondents were given a five-page questionnaire and shown how to complete it, 
with a realization that no names were to be given and complete anonymity would be 
maintained. The topics in the questionnaire were as follows: 

Background information: A series of demographic questions was asked, including age, 
sex, marital status, number of children, date of arrival in Canada, education level, 
status of family in Iran, occupation before leaving Iran, present status in Canada, 
present occupation in Canada, membership in Iranian cultural organizations, participa
tion in activities arranged by Iranian cultural organizations. and level of fluency in 
English, French and Farsi. 

Heritage culture maintenance: Respondents' general attitude towards heritage culture 
maintenance was assessed by two questions. The general debate on heritage culture 
maintenance in Canada was introduced by the first question in the following way: 
'There is an important debate in Canada about ethnic minority groups. Some people 
believe that ethnic minority groups should give up their traditional ways of life and 
take on the Canadian way of life, while others believe that ethnic groups should 
maintain their traditional ways of life as much as possible when they come to Canada'. 
Respondents were first asked to state their personal view on this issue with respect to 
all groups in Canadian society, and then as regards the Iranian community in Canada 
specifically. Answers were given on a nine-point scale, where (1) represented total 
assimilation, 'Ethnic minority groups should give up their traditional ways of life and 
take on the Canadian way of life', and (9), represented the extreme of heritage culture 
maintenance, 'Ethnic minority groups should maintain their traditional ways of life as 
much as possible when they come to Canada'. 

Mobility strategies and personal ability: Respondents' inclinations to try to get ahead 
as individuals or as part of a group (i.e., the Iranian community) wen: assessed hy two 
questions. Both questions began with the phrase' In order for me to get ahead in 
Canada it is important that ... '. The first question stre~seJ 'going it alone' and relying 
on individual effort, the second question stressed working with otha memhers of the 
Iranian community and acting as a collecti\ity. Our previous re\ean:h on immigrant 
groups and pilot WNk with this particular POPUlatillfi sugg,cstt'tI (h.lt r,"rl)\I(lt'nts could 
understand and rcl.tlc to qu,'stinns on 'g<?tlll1g ilh<?ad' in this fnrlll ~e\l. I"'r,'nden!'o 
"e're a,ked, 'C;iwl1 "our !ll'rSl)n;t! l'ill'ahJiitle', how \\'dl til) \OU lllln~ \,'11 \\iil d" In 
(',matla as l'l)l1lp,lfcd to othe'r Iranian".", /{e'\r,)nd,'nh we'rc .11,,> il.,h'd Il> rille' rhe 
extcnt to which til,', thin" th,''., might !l':I'·,' Canada in "nJcr If> Illlpr'l\e' Ih,'I' "'1.111,"" 

,)f getting ahead, 
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Perceil'cdjLLltice: Respondents rated the extent to which they believed that Canadian 
society is .lust and fair in the opportunities that it provides Iranians. 

Self-perceptions: Respondents' perceptions of themselves and how they believe they 
are perceived by Anglophones and Francophones were assessed by two sets of 
questions. The first set of questions required respondents to rate the extent to which 
they see themselves as: an Iranian, an immigrant, a Canadian. The second set of 
questions required the respondents to rate the same groups again, but now according to 
how they thought most Francophones and Anglophones, the two majority groups in 
Montreal, saw them. 

Community contactS: Three. questions were directed at clarifying the extent to which 
respondents believed it important for 'getting ahead' to develop contacts in (1) the 
Iranian community, (2) the Anglophone community, (3) the Francophone community. 

Results and Discussion 

The respondents' attitudes towards heritage culture maintenance, and the relation
ship between these attitudes and membership in Iranian cultural organizations are 
presented first. Next, differences between members and non-members of cultural 
organizations on mobility strategies, personal ability, perceived justice, self.perceptions, 
and community contacts are presented and discussed. 

Heritage culture retention and membership 

Responses on the issue of heritage culture maintenance in general (M = 6.58) and 
heritage culture maintenance for Iranians (M = 6.63) were highly similar (r(79) = 

0.91, p < 0.01). In terms of the sample as a whole, this represents a moderate endorse
ment for heritage culture maintenance. However, the range of scores on these items 
were 3 to 9 and 2 to 9 respectively, suggesting that a sub-group of the sample agreed 
more with the assimilation alternative, endorsing the idea that ethnic minorities 
general1y, as weB as Iranians in particular, should give up their traditional ways of life 
and take on the Canadian way of life. 

An important feature of this study was that it included a behavioral measure of 
heritage culture maintenance, this being actual membership in an Iranian cultural 
organization. The assumption that members of such organizations would be more 
committed to heritage culture maintenance is supported by a comparison of members 
(M = 7.83) and non-memhers (M = 5.88) on the heritage culture maintenance item,' 
t(76) = 4.76, P < O.U01. The correlation between membership and support for heritage 
culture maintenance was 0.50, whidl is sut"tantial. considering that the maximum 
value of a r~..,int-hisl·rial l'l1rrdation hetween a norlll;llly distributed variahle and a 
dichotomou~ \ .Jri.Jhk IS about U.XU (;-.; unall~' (lJnI). 

Con.'equent!v. the heha\loral mea,ure tlf Ill:ritage culture maitenance incorpor.lt.:d 
III this stud\ differentiated hetwccn respondent, \\ ho surrorted heritage culturc 
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Fig. 1. Endorsement of strategies for 'getting ahead' by members and non-members. 

maintenance to lesser and greater extents, and was used as a grouping variable to 

compare respondents on categories of responses. 

Mobility strategies 

The extent to which respondents endorsed mobility strategies for gettmg ahead in 

Canada was analyzed using a 2 X 2 ANOVA, membership (memberInon-member) by 

mobility strategies (individual/collective). A significant effect for the membership by 

mobility strategies interaction emerged (£(1,69) = 9.72, P < 0.01). The interaction is 

presented in fig. 1. A post-hoc comparison of means (Ne""man-Keu!s) showed that 

members endorsed collective more than individualistic strategies (p < 0.05), while 

non-members endorsed individualistic rather than collective strategies (p < 0.01). 

Differences between members and non-members with respect to mobility strategies 

were further examined by looking at their inclinations to leave Canada. Non-members 

(M = 6.59) were far more inclined than members (M = 2.84) to want to leave Canada 

in order to live in another country and to improve their chances of getting ahead, 

t(78) = 8.02, p < 0.01. Thus, members tended to believe more in working as part of the 

Iranian community, whereas non-members were more likely to 'go it alone' either 

within the Canadian context or to leave Canada for another country in order te> get 
ahead. 

Personal ability 

No diff.:rence' were fllund h<:lween mernoers ('\1 = 7.1.l) and nl'n-mcmher.' ( \1 ~ 

7.37) on hm' far thcy though I their personal CJpahilitll.>, would lead them to g., , ahead 

in Canada cllmr;lrcd III ollie, mcmher.' or the Iranian c.'ommunltv. lOR) = (I {\~. n.s. 

ContrJry to the h'pothc:,i, then, personal aollll'. ;IS lkfilled in thi, COlltext, did not 

it • ..... ;* QUilty; k ::;"7 i 4.¢ .#;·#.$00.8 
_4$ ;..."""'• -~-.---,... 
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diffen:ntiat.: hetween those who choose a heritage culture maintenance as opposed to 
an assimilationist integration orientation. The means indicate that both members and 
non-members perceive themselves as highly capable. Several factors might account for 
the high ratings of ahility found among the respondents. First, Iranians in Canada are 
a highly educated group; second, respondents perceived themselves as middle- or 
upper-class members of their own ethnic group. Third, being fairly new arrivals in 
Canada, those Iranians who might be unrealistically optimistic about the chances of 
their future success in their adopted country have perhaps not yet had enough 
opportunities to have their views moderated by experience. A high level of education 
and the perception that they belong to the higher social classes might lead Iranians to 
ft:el relatively confident about their future. 

Perceived justice 

There were significant differences between members and non-members with respect 
to how just and fair they believe Canadian society is in the opportunities that it 
provides Iranians. Members (M = 5.94) believed Canadian society to be more just and 
fair than did non-members (M = 4.63), t(78) = 2,77, p < 0.01. Bearing in mind the 
individualistic mobility of non-members, these results could be interpreted as suggest
ing that non-members are more likely to leave Canada to live in another country 
because they have less faith in the fairness of the Canadian system. An alternative 
explanation is that those having more faith in the justice of Canadian society were 
more willing to become' visible' by bringing their heritage cultures out into the open, 
whereas those who believed Canadian society to be more unjust were more inclined to 
hide their culture. 

Self-perceptions 

Responses on the self-perception items were analyzed in a 2 X 2 X 3 ANOVA, 
membership (member/non-member) by agent (self/majority group) by label 
(Iranian/immigrant/Canadian), with repeated measures on the second and third 
factors. The main effects for agent, £(1,61) = 5.69, p < 0.05, and for label. £(2,122) 
= 123.87, P < 0.01, were both significant, but these main effects were temp.:red by an 
agent by label interaction, £(2,122) =10.68, P < 0.Ql. The interaction is presented in 
fig. 2. 

The pattern of responses indicates that respondents saw themselves more as Iranians 
and more as Canadians, but less as immigrants than they thought majority groups 
perceived them. A post hoc comparison of means using a Newman-Keuls procedure 
(p < 0.01) showed that these differences wer.: all significant. Fig. 2 also indicates thai 
respondents pere.:iv.:d themselves more as Iranian, than immigrants. an,l more a' 
immigran" than Canadians (f''';: n.!)!). Fina'''. r",p,'ndcnb did n,'1 dllTer.:nllall: 
h"t we.:n how thc\ thoughl nlaJlHlly group' per,'cl\ c them (In Ih,' 'im mig.rant' :tnd 
'I r;lIl1an' lahels. wllil.: hoth thc_c Iahcb wer,' secll ;1' morc appropriate for maJllrilv 
gfl'up perecplil)ns thall was the 'C,lIladian' bbel (p '- OJ, I l. 
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Fig. 2. Self-perceptions and assumed majority group perceptions for the labels Iranian, Immigrant. 
and Canadian. 

The finding that Iranians believed majority group Canadians perceive them less as 
Canadians and more as immigrants than they perceived themselves is in agreement 
with previous studies focusing on the self-perceptions of minority groups in Canada 
(e.g., Moghaddam and Taylor 1987). However, this pattern was the same for both 
members and non-members and, thus, our expectation that there would be a relation
ship between integration orientation and self-perceptions was not confirmed. Perhaps, 
because Iranians are for the most part new arrivals to North America. there has been 
insufficient time for such differences to have developed. if they are to develop at all. 

Community contacts 

Responses on the extent to which respondents thought they needed to develop 
contacts in different communities in order to get ahead in Canada were analyzed in a 
2 X 3 ANOVA, membership (member/non-member) by community (Iranian. Anglo
phone, Francophone), with repeated measures on the second factor. The main effect for 
memhership was not significant. The main effect for community was significant, 
F(2. 150) = 13.46, p < 0.01. as well ..IS the interaction cff~t of memocrship and 
community, F(2, 150) = 7.48, P < 0.01 A post-hoc comparison on the basis of mem
bership, using a Newman-Keuls procedure, revealed that memhers gave more impor
tance than non-members to developing contacts within the Iranian community (6.63 vs. 
5.06, P < 0.01). 

A further comparison of means across communities reve;Jled that memhers Jid not 
differentiate oelwecn the importance of contacts within the three Cl)filmunlties. out thl' 
differenli<ltion., Ill;,dc OV non-memhers were significant at the I' <.D.nl level. Thus. It 
was the nOIl-mClnhLT, who t--llth i!a\T Ie,,, impl'rtdlll'C I" developing <,,)Illacl,. \\ ilhill the 
Irani,tn l'<lInnlllllitv <Inti dtlkrl'ntialcu hetween the impll/ lance "f dl'vdoplIlg c',lI1i;IC" 

WIthin thl' Iralll;1/l (.\1 ).0<». I raneophonc (.\1 ~. 7.112) allll Ang,lophon~' ( \1 co 7 ~<)I 

nlmmlllllti~". 
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General discussion 

Two general orientations to integration emerge from these findings. 
The first seems to conform more with the spirit of multiculturalism and 
involved relatively greater endorsement of heritage culture mainte
nance, stronger support for Iranian cultural organizations, and a collec
tive orientation to social mobility. This tendency to try to get ahead by 
relying more on the Iranian community and by being less inclined to 
want to leave Canada to live in another country, seemed to be coupled 
with greater belief in the fairness and justice of the Canadian system. 

A second integration orientation seems in some ways to be more in 
harmony with assimilation and involved relatively less endorsement of 
heritage culture maintenance, less support for Iranian cultural organi
zations, and an individualistic orientation to social mobility. This 
tendency to try to get ahead by 'going it alone', rather than as part of 
the Iranian community, seemed to be coupled with less faith in the 
fairness and justice of the Canadian system. 

Respondents who adopted a collective orientation and desired to 
retain the heritage culture in Canada had the same high level of 
confidence about doing well, as did respondents who adopted an 
individualistic orientation and desired to adopt the Canadian way of 
life. This generally high level of confidence might be due to the fact 
that Iranians in Canada generally have a high level of education and 
also perceive themselves as belonging to the middle- or upper-classes of 
their own ethnic group. Also, perhaps part of the reason for the two 
very different but equally optimistic integration strategies within the 
Iranian community is that Iranians may not perceive themselves to be a 
'visible' minority. Thus, unlike members of visible minorities (Moghad
dam and Taylor 1987) they may perceive that they have a genuine 
choice in terms of strategy for integration. On the one hand, they can 
maintain their heritage culture in the context of a just Canadian society 
while, on the other hand, as individuals they can successfully pass into 
the mainstream of Canadian society. 

The case of Iranians in Canada is particularly instructive in that it 
represents an example of a culture in which both individualistic and 
collective integration orientations scem to have cVl)lved. This example 
sug.gests that it might he useful to rCl'onccptuali/c the differentiation or 
l"ulturc:-. on a Jimension or •inJiviJu.lli"m' vcrsu" 'collcctivism' 
(Hofstcde 19XO. 1983; Hui and Triandis 19S6; Tridandis 1%7) sincc 
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both individualistic and collective orientations seem to be influential in 
fundamental ways within some cultures. Also important is the possibil
ity that both individualistic and collective orientations be present 
within the same individuals, with greater emphasis being placed on one 
or the other orientation depending upon the demands of the social 
situation. This possibility was not examined in the present study, but 
deserves serious attention in future research. 

The results of this study point to several topics that could usefully 
become a focus for future research, among them being the relationship 
between perceived justice and mobility orientations. Perceived injustice 
is generally regarded as a prerequisite for collective action (Tajfel and 
Turner 1986; Taylor and McKiman 1984; Taylor and Moghaddam 
1987). However, in this case those respondents who believed more in 
the justice and fairness of the system were more likely to endorse 
heritage culture maintenance and a collective strategy for 'getting 
ahead'. This is probably because those who perceived Canadian society 
to be more just were also more likely to be motivated to work 
according to the rules of the system, such as the official multicultura
lism policy. However, it is doubtful if the politicians who formulated 
the policy of multiculturalism were fully aware of the implications this 
policy could have for individualistic and collectivistic mobility orienta
tions. The possibility that cultural retention and pride in the heritage 
culture will be associated with stronger support for collective mobility 
strategies is both conceptually exciting and of fundamental practical 
importance. 
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Les theories des relations intergroupes offrent un scheme pour comprendre les differences qui 
existent dans les strategies d'integration d'immigrants, soit I'assimilation ou Ie maintien de la 
culture d'origine. Des lraniens (n = 81) au Canada ont ete choisis comme groupe d'etude 
puisqu'ils semblaient representer un groupe ayant un chou veritable entre ces deux strategies. Les 
resultats indiquent que les lraniens qui choisissent une strategie d'assirniJation different des 
Iraniens qui choisissent de maintenir leur culture d'origine, dans leur engagement aux organisa
tions clllturelles, leurs chou de contacts, leurs stratc!gies d'avancement social et leurs perceptions 
de Justice. Aucune difference existe, cependant, dans les perceptions d'identite ou d'habilete 
personneUe. Les resultats sont discutes en fonction de l'elaboration d'un cadre de recherche. 


